
The cables of HiDiamond house  

Carried out and exceeded tests  

 

( The link at the italian test review TGCOM ( mediaset Berlusconi ) 

http://www.tgcom.mediaset.it/gossip/articoli/articolo430814.shtml ) 

 

Carried out the tests with economic cables of HiDiamond house, result always to 
have a magnificent relationship quality/price, I do not have to hesitate and I have 
asked kind Dr. Filippelli Salvatore to send in test cables to me top linens is of marks 
them that of power. After some day, I open the package and as soon as I extract 
from it the boxes them, famous immediately the refinement also I pack of it. Boxes 
in blue velvet, than instead containing cables, seem to contain diamonds. I extract 
for first the cable of marks them Diamond Reference Black Gold is I admire the 
construction and the design extremely cured and very calibrated. Solid, enough 
flexible cable, and of considerable dimensions. Famous towards its fine that it has 
two small boxes of wood that the HiDiamond says to me, only serve for fine 
aesthetic. Also these contribute to the sense of prestige of the cable. Technically 
the Diamond Reference Black Gold uses conductors in mix of copper/a graphite 
(where these last servants in order to reduce drastically the noise generated inside 
of the cable from the passage of mark them musical), from the insulator - dielectric 
in XLPE and I use from it of the valuable connectors Bullet Plug in version custom 
housing. A technical data for all. It has the maximum ability to 83 nF to the km. 

Means that it must have a Km of this cable 
and from end to end we will have only a such lowland ability. Mine compliments. 
Now we mistake and we pass to the power cable the Diamond Power + 1 NEW. 
Before what that famous is its remarkable weight, (will be 7 -8 kg) for a cable 
altogether of 6 meters they said that it has much substance. Its dimensions are 
generous (27 milimeter) and also as for the cable of it marks them, two notebooks 
of single wood in favor of the design are had to the extremities. Beautiful, extremely 
beautiful, cured, under the light a jolt of thousand lights gives off. Also this cable 
transmits a force and solidity sense to me. The endings standard are with bananas 
to expansion, but to the same price upon request it can be finished with large 
spades. Being HiDiamond direct constructor it can be demanded of having cables 
also on measure based on the personal requirements.  
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Specific audio test of cables in issue. 

 Knowing that these cables have need of a mean and long burn in I was myself tax 
not to feel them before that this happens, but the curiosity is not alone female, but 
also “audiofila” and I have connected therefore them quickly. The first impression is 
positive, but the result was smaller to my expectations (seen the construction and 
the data of plate). I am then about myself truly to carry out the which had burn in, 
with the indispensable disc of test/burn-in of the XLO. After approximately a pair of 
days, I am about myself with extreme curiosity to the test, now the sound that 
exited is excellence . All to the just place, all precise, what a sound is gushed some 
extremely rich and natural . The plans of the instruments were perfect without that 
someone is prevailed on the other, also in take a walk complex and full of 
instruments where it becomes difficult to feel the difference well, these cables have 
reproposed music in never skillful way I repeat and it extremely fluid, natural, real. 
The result therefore becomes impressive and now still more I understand because 
HiDiamond has become shortly time the ITALIAN company for excellence, with a 
series of products from the incredible relationship quality price. For any information 
you can visit the new web site of house HiDiamond www.hidiamond.it or contact 
numbers 06 87907305 directly.  

 


